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Editor's Choice
Underapplauded Books

Jens Martin Gurr, Tristram Shandy and the Dialectic of
Enlightenment. Heidelberg: Universitatsveriag Carl Winter,
1999. Ppl79.
Reviewed by Kevin L. Cope
ith its simulated hiatuses, genie metamorphoses, and abundant
graphic inserts, Tristram Shant^h surely the most segmented, fractionalized work in the eighteenth-century literary canon. Yet, despite its
dispersive, potentially deconstructive format, Sterne's work has attracted mostly
traditional scholarship, whether that of biographers attempting to correlate the
events of Sterne's life with the episodes in his novel or thatof somrce-chasers eager
to pin down the origin of this or that reference. The result has often been an
incongruity of method and meaning that has resulted in the relative unpopularity
of this central but slippery late-Augustan author. Jens Martin Gurr now proposes
to unpuzzle Shandean scholarship by taking the puzzles of postmodernism as his
scholarly paradigm. Wide-ranging and eclectic yet decidedly recent in its critical
orientation, Gurr's enhanced doctoral dissertation displays a smorgasbord of
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recent critical theories in an attempt to establish Sterne's most widely-recognized
novel as a key doctiment in the "dialectic of Enlightenment."
Gurr opens his book by setting up a contrapuntal balance between
immensity and triviality like that found in TristramShandy. For Gurr, the dialectical
counterpart of "Enlightenment" and its "enlightened science" is the indictment
of Enlightenment. The rational, secular, and often humorously irreverent analyses
of nature, art, and divinity that produce "Enlightenment" as a cultural ideal also
imderwrite a critique of Enlightenment optimism. Tristram Shandy calls attention
to the inescapably human character of enlightening events, to the fact that "The
Enlightenment" is conceived and implemented by human beings, who, in turn, are
vulnerable to the corrosions of comedy and the stings of satire (10,14—15).
After a broad (but at best workmanlike) survey of the role of sentimentalism
in Shaftesbury, Hutcheson, Smith, Mandeville, and other Enlightenment
philosophers (19-51), Gurr picks up the pace by presenting Sterne's lead
character, Walter Shandy, as a one-man epitome of the way that Enlightenment
theories founder on the limits of human aptitude and objectivity (60 ff.). The
sometimes heavy-handed Gurr is not especially enthusiastic about pursuingsubtle
differences between characters, personae, voices, and all the other rhetorical
artillery that Sterne deploys. Nevertheless, the multiplexed mentalities of Walter
Shandy, as Gurr represents them, do a decent enough job of figuring the
contradictions and complexities of the Enlightenment mind (see 75 ff.).
Despite his youthful zeal for postmodern methods and ideologies, Gurr is
at his best when pushing, processing, and refining postmodernism imtil it recasts
itself as an upscale version of conservative {esthetics. Sufficiently versed in science
and its history to illuminate his work with assorted charts, formulae, and laboratory
diagrams, Gtirr delights in dismantling the popular pseudo-science of literary
critics. He slams those minor-league skeptics who naively invoke the Heisenbergian uncertainty principle (or any other shibboleths from quantum physics) to assert
an indeterminacy in the form or content of Tristram Shandy. Whatever his own
postmodern credentials,Gurr wholeheartedly reaffirmsSterne's realsupervenient
presence in his novel as an omnipresent and omniscient author. For Gurr, then,
Tristram Shandy is an artist's conception of and an a;sthete's spoof upon trendy
pessimism. Sterne's novel abounds in managed ambiguities through which its
puckish but all-controlling author manipulates audience response; it makes fun of
readers who yearn for unambiguous plots or symmetrical literary formats such as
occur in the more mainstream novels of Henry Fielding or Eliza Haywood (see
117). Tristram Shandy thus confronts formula-loving such readers with too much
of a good thing: an author vho not only controls the story but who also controls
(and cavorts with) the idea of controlling.
The new connoisseurship that Gurr advocates is by no means limited to
purely literary concerns. Gurr is ultimately so dyed-in-the-wool a literary historian
that he revives and monumentalizes thegentleman's art of source-hunting, arguing
that Tristram Shan^ is a "defense against the exploitation of [Shaftesburian- or
Hutchesonian-style] benevolence" emerging out of "the military arts of ballistics
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and building bridges" (123). To this observation Gurr attaches a delightful and
erudite history of military projectiles and civil engineering. Especially worth
while—and especially Shandean—^is Gurr's extended digression on the cycloid
balance bridge, a learned passage that would warrant the award of a double
doctorate, one in English hterature and onein engineering history. This ingenious
and highly diverting excursus is occasionally foiled by a tedious academicism that
encourages genuflections to such expired talents as Stanley Fish (119-120), but by
and large Giurr manages to steer clear of the specious modesty and feigned kudos
that mar too many dissertations.
Gturr has achieved a great deal simply by writing a critical book that is
Shandean in form yet modern in content, a book that, with its numerous
digressions, meanders, and excursions, diverges from the autobahn-like purposiveness of most dissertation-based works. True, Gurr sometimes gets lost in himself
and sometimes loses sight of Sterne, but these occasional bouts of literary
attention deficit disorder are seldom less than provocative and informative. Gurr,
after all, has succeeded in determining what can and what cannot be done with
Tristram Sham^ through the application of late twentieth-century critical ap
proaches. His is a book that will elicit other books, books that should now extend
themselves beyond Tristram Shandy and out to the whole of Sterne's canon. Future
Steme scholars should learn from Gurr's genial principles of critical double
negation, from the clever process by which postmodern deconstructions, when
applied to destabili7ed Enlightenment texts, end up producing new versions of
traditional literary history and of the art of evaluative appreciation.
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Malcolm Jack, William Beckford: An English Fidalgo.
New York: AMS Press, 1997. Pp. xvi + 170. $55.00.
Reviewed by Kevin L. Cope
Possibly the only literary-historicalenigma more puzzling than the low visibility of
William Beckford in modern eighteenth-century studies is Beckford's own
decision to dehquesce from the hterary scene. It is odd that today, when
colonialism, homosexuality, and interculturalism are always in the literary news,
Beckford, a shining example of all the foregoing, should have receded into a topic
for antiquaries and eccentrics rather than for celebrity critics. It is even more
pecuUar that Beckford,at the age of forty, should voluntarily fade from the bright
lights of high society, spending his days secluded in dysfunctional pseudo-gothic
buildings, lost in narcissistic connoisseurship. Solving the mystery of this mid-life
disappearance by "England's wealthiest son" is the task that the highly capable
Malcolm Jack appoints to himself. Only minimally sadsfied with the present range
of Beckford biographies. Jack attempts, in William Beckford: yin English Fidalgo, to
understand the whole by focusing on the central part of Beckford's disconnected
life; Beckford's twenties and thirties, a time when the future "Caliph of FonthiU"
was living the high life in Lisbon and a time when Beckford's literary and aesthetic
ideas were in the process of formation.
Jack's thesis is fairly simple: once his family sent Beckford into educative
exile (owing to his involvement in the Powderham scandal and other sexual
misadventures), the sensitive and charming Beckford quickly found his place in
Portuguese high society. There, despite his seeming contempt for the languid
Portuguese nobihty, he developed both a heartfelt appreciation for the old feudal
order and an idealized mental picture of Portugal, its customs, its people, and its
art. When political circumstances such as spinoff dangers from the French
Revolution joined with middle-age fatigue to keep Beckford at home in Britain,
the dreamy and melancholy author increasingly longed for his former Portuguese
lifestyle. He retreated into seclusion from the rough-and-tumble gentry of
Wltshire and attempted several evocations of a Portuguese environment,
including the building of the Iberian-influenced FonthiU Abbey. The contrast
between Beckford's enhanced recoUections of Portugal and the isolation that he
experienced in Britain relegated the disappointed CaUph to a half-imaginary lost
world built on nostalgia and romantic memory. The advantage of this wistful
account of Beckford's development and devolution is that, among other things,
it makes perfect sense, accomplishingJack's goal of explaining "how the Author
of Vathek and the master-builder of FonthUl could have relapsed into the reclusive
coUector of Bath" ("Introduction," xv).
Jack's first task is to de-mythologize Beckford, to disconnect him from the
colorful lead character that he created in Vathek and that he used as an occasional
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petsona throughout his disoriented life. First,Jack cuts down the typecast image
of Beckford as a kind of freakish assthetician-madman. He shows how the
spectacular wealth of and the exotic construction projects undertaken by
Beckford's plutocratic father naturally accustomed the young Beckford to lavish
ways and how such a lifestyle also represented the all-too-common overstated
tastes of eighteenth-century arrivistes (4). Jack notes that the young Beckford
received a rigorouseducation thatincluded paragraph-by-paragraph conunentaries
on John Lxjcke's 'ESSCQ Concerning Human Understanding (6) and that enabled him to
write a masterpiece, Vathek, in a foreign language, at the tender age of 21 (21).
Jack reports on the young author's meeting with Voltaire in 1777 (11) by way of
showing the degree to which Beckford's family moved in the best circles and
likewise the degree to which excess could pass normalcy among the nouveau riche.
Mainstreaming Jack thus performs an important service for scholarship by getting
Beckford out of the closet of eccentricity, by showing that Beckford wasn't as
unusual as grandstanding cultural historians often try to make him.
Jack has an imusual aptitude for explaining and appreciating the way that
Beckford's life straddled and reconciled the boundaries between normalcy and
perversity, lavishness and pettiness. Jack's second chapter is the only effort todate
to give a genuine feel for Portugal in Beckford's time, from the Marquis of
Pombal's reformist regime, through the Lisbon earthquake, and up to Beckford's
final Lusitanian visit (see 31-34). Most books on Beckford, if they bother at all
with his Portuguese adventures, take a "Beckford-goes-to-Portugal" approach in
which a sexually unsettled youth is sent packing to a foreign place until he can
recover his English common sense. Jack, on the other hand, treats Portugal as a
complex and influential environment in its own right, not as a kind of glorified
penitentiary to which Beckford was sent to think it over. Similarly, Jack resists the
temptation to think that Beckford was merely play-acting at Catholicism, what
with his frequent Mass attendance, procession participation,and devotions to Saint
Anthony. Jack recognizes the reciprocal relation between the young rake and the
Catholic ritual that he came to adore; he analyzes the subtle ways in which
Beckford's satire of Portuguese Catholicism interacted with his appreciation for
Catholic pomp and circumstance (38—39, 63). And so with the hot-button issue
of Beckfordian studies: while lesser critics would try to sensationalize Beckford
into a hero of modern "queer theory," Jack avoids "queering" Beckford and
indeed goes to great lengths to downplay the sexual aspects of Beckford's
relationships with Gregorio Franchi or with Portuguese youths (48—49). Honest
Jack's Beckford is an experimenter and hypothesizer, someone who enjoys
romantic reveries about dangerous topics but who is not always tempted to carry
those thoughts into practice. This is not to say that Jack has pablumized Beckford
into a Victorian image of heterosexual marital devotion, only to note that he tells
Beckford's story as it was rather than as ideologically interested parties would like
it to be. Jack takes the same honestly disinterested approach to Beckford's most
dtuable heterosexual relationship, with his early-deceased wife, noting that
Beckford's wistful memory of his marriage complicated plans for Beckford to
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marry into the Portuguese nobility (50). For Jack, the young Beckford has a lot
of plain-old growing up to do, meaning that, whatever his precocity in perversity,
the young and surprisingly mainstream CaUph spent a lot more time in dreams and
speculations than in actually doing ditty deeds.
It is thus clear from Jack's analysis that the seeds of withdrawal, of Beckford's future reclusion, were already being planted in his early Portuguese years,
even despite his highly engaged lifestyle. True, Beckford led a wild and sometimes
dangerous life in Lisbon, for example in his menage-a-trois with the Princess of
listenais and her fourteen-year-old husband (54-55), yet such exploits always had
a degree of detachment about them. Beckford was, for example, a surprisingly
disengaged looker-on at the French Revolution, unconcernedly witnessing the fall
of the Bastille (59). In moments of extreme experience. Jack explains, theatrical
spectatorship takes over, filtering and modulating Beckford's feelings and
impulses. Indeed, spectating becomes for Beckford a kind of ersatz-experience.
Jack gives a splendid account of Beckford's procession-style excursion to the
monasteries at Alcoba9a and Batalha in which he captures the mixtureof historical
detail, detached skeptical description, and theatrical grandeur that attended most
of young Beckford's public undertakings (64—70). Jack warns against associating
spectatorial Beckford with engaged Byronism; with Beckford, it "was the artist's
appreciation in which the imagination played the greatest role" (76-77). Whereas
Byron did things that were seen, Beckford a:sthetically saw things that he might
do, with the theatrical expectation of his enjoying their being seen. Jack
inadvertently but brilliantly accounts for Beckford's current underappreciation
among special-interest groups. He shows why it is that we seldom experience
Beckford's writings as so salacious or ideological as their literal meanings seem to
make them, why we always sense Beckford's detachment and indeed wonder
whether there is really any substance to his more perverse thoughts, proposals, or
actions. The ideologically intense criticism of our era requires nothing so much
as commitment or sincerity, but Jack's Beckford subverts those very qualities.
OnceJack has set out this complex biographical, psychological, and aesthetic
framework for Beckford's career, he is free to spend the remainder of his book
explaining how that framework structured Beckford's earlyliterary productions as
well as his later career as a builder, connoisseur, and would-be hermit. Jack is
again at pains to show how Beckford's career makes sense and to downplay the
"eccentric wealthy genius" stereotype. For one. Jack shows the importance of
"'structural' symbols"—towers, domes—^in Beckford by way of revealing the
penetration of Portuguese architecture into theBeckford's allegedly "exotic"tales.
Jack's Beckford experienced his Portuguese years as the most exotic period of his
life, hence by the purportedly "oriental" structures in Beckford's exotic tales
evidence familiar Portuguese characteristics. Despite Beckford's well-known
scholarly acumen. Jack affirms, it was less scientific accuracy than artistic mode,
especially the "picturesque" mode, that was key to Beckford's writing (81)—and
Portugal certainly provided plenty of picturesque elements for use even in nonPortuguese settings. Jack therefore describes Beckford's Recolkctions of an Excursion
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to the Monasteries ofAlcobafa and Batalha as an example of the fusion or transfer of
taste, as "the joys of an English gentleman, happily transferred to a land of
abundance where the blue skies and sunny days, the invigorating air invite good
spirits and provide sparkle to daily life" (91). Just as Beckford's later life was a
vacillation between moods of resentment (over his rustication) and dreamy
nostalgia (over his Portuguese days), so his travel compositions vacillate between
English, Portuguese, and oriental moods and modes. Jack's maturing Beckford
is thus a much better (if possibly sadistic) artist than his reputation (as a bit of a
nutter) might suggest. The maturing Beckford emerges as a master at playing
emotional chords and sounding various moods, not all of them pleasant.
One of the happiest surprises in Jack's book is the attention it gives to
architecture and its concern to integrate Beckford's bttilding projects with his
literary works. Given Beckford's later-life campaign'of building and collecting, it
may be misleading to claim that the Caliph of Fonthill slumped intoinactivity after
his fortieth year. Rather, Beckford's building projects evidenced less aesthetic and
structural durability than did his written compositions. Jack's project, then, is not
so much to explain whyBeckford disappeared from the literary scene as to explain
why he performed so \inhandily and ephemerally when working in the seemingly
more substantial world of bricks, mortar, and plumbing—and to do all of the
above in the literary context of Beckford's writings. One literary context is
provided in the form of Beckford's lifelong dislike for (and rivalry with) his fellow
spoiled plutocrat from the preceding generation, Horace Walpole, whose
Strawberry HUl epitomized, for Beckford, the vulgar new-money taste for gothic
gewgaws. Worse, Walpole's sociable temperament, lighthearted architectural
styles, and whimsical gothic novels had made Beckford's geriatric rival a favorite
as well as a wealthy son of England, whereas Beckford's dips into deviancy,
ostentatious displays of wealth, and slow response to the rise of the gothic taste
had only succeeded in annoying his neighbors (104). In what could be described
as the first account of a rich man's architectural psychomachia. Jack shows how
the neo-classical and gothic styles waged war in Beckford'smind (105—107). With
the skill of an art historian as well as the acuteness of a literary critic. Jack surveys
the wide range of public, religious, and private buildings that Beckford visited in
Portugal, used for one purpose or another in his prose compositions, and then
assimilated into his plan for Fonthill Abbey, the colossal structure that marked his
definitive turn from neo-classicism to gothicism (111-114,118). Once Beckford
turned to the gothic, he was sure to set an impossible task for himself, for he
labored under the belief that it was "the massive" that underlay the imaginative
appeal of the gothic and that allowed the Portuguese buildings seen in his youth
to capture the imagination. The problem with "the massive" is that there is no
limit to it, the result being the famous collapse of the overbuilt Fonthill Abbey.
This disturbing endlessness may have served Beckford well, as Jack suspects he
had hoped to shock his vulgar neighbors and send a message to England about
having neglected so great a resource as himself (120).
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Jack, then, gives us a Beckford who suceeds at last in becoming the collapsed
colossus that he—somewhat sadly—wanted to be. For Jack's Beckford,
monumentalism merges with sensibility to produce an interdisciplinary building
program: an array of fragmentary sketches, ruined or incomplete buildings, and
dashed hopes that, in the amalgam, evidence a powerful reader appeal and
construct a kind of crazed pleasure-dome for the overly erudite imagination. Jack
is the first commentator on Beckford to have the courage to portray him neither
as the mascot of an ideology nor as a tragic hero nor as an overly precious
connoisseur, but rather as a an understandable if precocious person who could
never find the right artistic, geographical, or social medium for his putatively
promising life. Useful rather than merely commemorative, William Beckford: An
English Fidalgo is one of a handful of Beckford books that show Beckford fuUy incontext and on-task. Ingenious, fun, and focused, it puts Beckford studies back
on track and promises to become a classic in the study of later eighteenth-century
cultural criticism.

Sayre Greenfield, The Ends of Allegory. Newark: Univer
sity of Delaware Press, 1998. Pp. 190. $36.00.
Reviewed by Kevin L. Cope
Modesty is not only a rare commodity in the Vanity-Fair of academe, it is also the
last quality scholars would expect to find in the colorful, fantastic, and sometimes
kitsch allegorical worlds presented by the likes of John Langland, Edmund
Spenser, the Pearipoet,John Bunyan, William Blake,or Isaac Asimov. Who would
imagine that ravishing venues like Spenser's Bower of Bliss or Blake's New
Jerusalem could derive from shy circumspection or from worries about the limits
of human wit? Yet charming intellectual bashfulness is the surprisingly sturdy
foundation on which Sayre Greenfield builds one of the most engaging, evenhanded, and in its uniquely easy-going way brilliant studies of allegory to come
along in years. Informative, interdisciplinary,and entertaining.The Endsof Allegory
shows allegory expressing itself through disengagement and restraint rather than
within the bewildering meaning-mazes of deconstruction and new historicism.
Greenfield restores the happy mixture of oracular mysteriousness and fim-with-apurpose moraUsm that has always attracted audiences to allegory, whether in
Lydgate's or Tolkien's time.
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The "theory" of allegory during the later twentieth century was dominated
by twodiverging schools: first, deconstructively-minded semioticians Uke Maureen
QuiUigan and Carolynn Van Dyke, who tend to stress the distance between the
tenors and the vehicles, the signs and the signifieds of allegorical texts; second,
post-Marxist ideologues like Stephen Greenblatt and John Bender, who try to
excavate concealed subtexts underlying allegories, subtexts in which dark histories
of oppression, colonialism, and imperialism are covertly expressed. Although
quiet in his style and modest in his critical posture, Greenfield challenges both of
these turbulent factions. Greenfield takes as his basic theme the idea that allegory
is a fusion of the radical with the conservative. Allegory continuously and
conservatively alludes to some elusive meaning, to a high moral mystery for which
it offers a kind of cloak text—a cloak text easily taken for a radical attack on the
status quo. Unfortimately, allegory disappears when it becomes referential or
when it tries to declare or implement specific ideas, elusive or otherwise. Railing
against "Stephen Greenblatt's and other contemporary critics' annexations of
Spenser, Tasso, and Samuel Daniel for political ends" (21), Greenfield exposes the
conservatism inherent in even "radical" allegories: the moment that allegory turns
away from its main purpose, that of pointing to a high moral ground somewhere
over the discursive horizon, it dissolves into another form (for example, romance
[21]) or otherwise fails to change people's minds. Allegory collapses or "fails"
when it starts to refer too directly to historical events or becomes too clear an
example of some identifiable set of opinions or circumstances (17—18).
Greenfieldian allegory is less frustrating than commemorative: it constandy
reminds readers that historical detail falls short of the crypto-Platonic, non-specific
moral idea that allegory implies. Modesty is again an urgent factor, for allegory
takes readers to the limits of their faculties while constandy reminding them that
there are limits, that no particular opinion or current event is sufficiendy compre
hensive to embody the allegorical idea.
like most genre-based studies. The Ends of Alkgory covers a huge range of
literature and history, from classical antiquity to present times. Of most but not
exclusive interest to dix-huitiemistes^oi^ be Greenfield's discussions of Restoration
and eighteenth-century allegories such as John Bunyan's The Pilgpm's Progress and
William Blake's (deceptively simple) "The Sick Rose." True, there are many other
allegories strewn across the early modern era, but Greenfield's book reasonably
enough concentrateson familiar test-cases, Greenfield's goal being not to explicate
every allegory in the library but rather to show generally how allegory works—oj;
more modesdy, when, why, and how allegory doesn't-sirotk.
Making an easily overlooked connection between medieval religious
reformer VC^lliamTyndale's PiersPinmanandAugustaafundamentalist zealotJohn
Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress, Greenfield begins his study of post-Interregnum
allegory by warning that modern readers are most attracted to ^e kast allegorical
parts of early-modem allegories. Anyone nowadays who reads Bunyan's hard-core
neo-Calvinist pieces tends to resolve their allegorical obscurities into historical
allusions or specific theological propositions (24). Taking his first jab at
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historicism (new or otherwise), Greenfield calls for an "exemplative" rather than
historical reading of allegory (25-27). Bunyan,Langland, and similar preachers-inprose should be regarded not as bundles of potential footnotes but as storytellers
•whose narratives initiate an allegorical process, a process of branching out and
away from specific historical or philosophical references. Texts like Pilffim's
Process "exemplify" an allegorical or moral ideal but avoid reducing that ideal into
just one exemplification. With modesty again serving as his •watch'wrord,
Greenfield presents these narratives as reminders of their o'wn limitations. Pilgrim's
Progress does not teU the whole story (of Puritanism or of anything else); rather,
it reminds readers that it is only part of the whole tale, only one exemplification
of theidea being approached. If only inadvertendy, Bunyan draws attention to the
inability of allegory to represent itself His allegedly aUegorical characters
repeatedly fall out of their allegorical roles and slip into exemplifications, into
demonstrations of this or that thought rather than evocative signs of a whole
allegorical "progress" (35). Bunyan's characters need constant reminding of their
evocative and therefore limited identity; his settings (such as Vanity Fair) aboimd
in intensely referential paraphernalia that reminds readers of the non-allegorical
side of allegory, of its tendency to come up •with concrete examples that fall short
of those high ideals it should darkly exemplify (37).
Greenfield sets a high standard for the interpretation of allegorical fictions.
He •vrarns readers of texts such as Pilgrim's Progress—readers who are often "fans"
or who have a personal commitment to Bunyan's religious ideologies—that the
reading of allegory cannot be reduced to metaphorical or metonymical presenta
tions of favorite, pet ideas. Bunyan has survived in the literary canon in part
because he is more elusive than he seems, because his complex "progress" motif
functions mote allegorically and less referentially than the productions of other,
lesser Puritan pamphleteers. Much the same could be said for Greenfield's next
eighteenth-century topic, William Blake, who continues to mesmerize readers
despite his adherence to a strange mix of English Swedenborgian and diluted
empiricism that twenty-first century readers find hard to appreciate. Under
Greenfield's supervision, Blake benefits from a far more genial mixture of
modesty and mystery than the self-styled Lambeth prophet can himself deliver.
In Greenfield's caring hands, "The Sick Rose," one of Blake's least-read poems,
not only recovers fi»m obscurity but acquires new allegorical life. Reading "The
Sick Rose" becomes an allegorical exemplification of the productive "messiness"
of allegoresis. Greenfield produces an elaborate two-dimensional diagram-lexiconmap (67-68) onto which he projects the words fotmd in Blake's terse but terrifying
poem; through this diagram, with its almost crystalline links and interlocking faces,
Greenfield attempts to portray the continual sliding between metonymy and
metaphor that takes place during the highly complicated, dizzyingly "mess/'
reading of an aUegorical poem. "AUegory," Greenfield says,"is not translating;it
is the creation of a metaphoric and metonymic pattern." To be sure, Greenfield's
wish for a stiU more complicated, three-dimensional diagram of "The Sick Rose"
may be taking modesty a bit too far by dazzling our humbled faculties with too
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many independent lights. One tvonders whether Blake's poem really can sustain
so detailed, complicated, intelligent, and acutely rendered a discussion of what is
supposed to be semi-mysterious. Yet there is always Greenfield's easygoing clarity
and geniality to bring readers back to earth, whether in the form of Greenfield's
charmingly pedagogical comments about the evolution of his response to "The
Sick Rose" through his student and subsequent teaching lives or whether through
his sweetly bawdy jest that he only accepted a sexual interpretation of "The Sick
Rose" after years of study had left him with numerous "literary models.. .under
my belt" (73).
Greenfield's closing chapters range far beyond eighteenth-century studies,
but any reader of literature, whether or not a dix-huitiemiste, will enjoy Greenfield's
diversions into stmdry aspects of cultural history. Greenfield shows his extraordi
nary range in chapter 5, where he covers everything from Ronald Reagan's
electioneering to Gospel parables to Stephen Greenblatt's inability to interpret
allegory (113-117,122). In his concluding,sixth chapter, Greenfield re-applies his
recurring themes in new and stimulating ways. He shows, for example, how the
tendency of allegory to "fail," to dissolve into exemplification and referentiality,
encourages therecasting of "famous allegories" into "children's versions" {Pilgim's
Progress, The Faerie Queene, even Gulliver's Travels, although Greenfield oddly
overlooks that work) (153). Modesty reclaims its role as a virtue when Greenfield
deems the failure of allegory—the abandoiunent of the allegorical mode in favor
of the "exemplative" reading—as"more enlightening than its success," as itself an
allegory indirectly disclosing information about the way that human faculties work
(or rather don't work). Allegory "reveals the limits of how we think. We often
invoke it only at ovu: wits' end" (154).
Through such refreshingly intelligent pxans to dullness, Greenfield sounds
out new resonances in his book tide. The "ends" of allegory are not only its
"purposes" but its breakdown in the modest human imagination. Greenfield thus
sets out a provocative new pathway for cognitive readings of literature and for
additional discussions about the limits of interpretation. One "ends" Greenfield's
book newly committed to reading and experiencing as well as simply understanding
and interpreting both allegory and literature generally. Greenfield gives us a highly
optimistic sense for what William Blake called the "renovation" of the faculties
through the dark power of allegorical expression—^through the ability of literattue
to engage the sesthetic faculties even ifit carmot (or should not) completely explain
itself to them. The Ends of Allegory could well mark out the beginnings of an
exuberant new literary criticism that once again has room for all the joys of
assthetic experience as well as for critical complication.

